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● We are exploring the possibility of 
augment the capabilities of CLAS12 to 
measure neutral hadrons and muons in 
the forward region with a hadronic 
calorimeter of small scale and price.
 

● We are developing the idea and goals 
and plan to submit a LOI this year. The 
intent of this talk is to announce our 
plans, to discuss, and invite anyone 
who might be interested to join us.
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Outline

- Motivation for neutron 
- Motivation for muons
- Detector concept
- Simulations

- Neutron performance
 - Muon performance 

- Detector tech, and cost info
- Summary
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Why neutrons?
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Leading baryon: measured at HERA, planned at EIC with ZDC

● Probes extremes of hadronization mechanisms. 
Various competing models depending on 
kinematics 

● Plan neutron measurement at high-x, differential 
in polar angle unlike HERA. Long-range 
correlations with other hadrons using CLAS12.

● Neutron spin asymmetries, motivated by leading 
baryon measurements at RHIC ZDCs

● Complementary to proton measurements in 
dedicated kinematics expected from TDIS 
experiments at Hall-A 5



Leading neutron in DIS off nuclei

● Existing data from fixed-target experiments 
with proton beams and heavy targets at AGS 
Also low-stat DIS proton data from Cornell

● Comparison of pA and eA neutron production 
at similar energy would help reveal 
production mechanisms. 

● Study nuclear effects in hadronization, 
neutron transparency. 

● High-x reference for planned EIC 
measurements.
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Neutron kinematics in DIS (Pythia6, and GiBUU)

Need good forward coverage for XF-> 1 limit 
7

11 GeV beam



Nuclear modification of leading baryons

● Hadronization mechanisms probed in 
extreme kinematics. Baryon 
transport in nuclei, transparency

● DIS eA hadronization program from 
CLAS/CLAS12 would not be 
complete without them. 

● High-x reference for EIC eA 
measurements, which will get done 
with ZDC. 
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Why muons?
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HERMES charm upgrade (proposal back in ~97)

Muon detectors (RPCs) proposed
Along with RICH to go after open charm 
production with various decay channels 
involving kaons, muons, e.g:
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/2239364_The_HERMES_Charm_Upgrade_Program_A_Measurement_of_the_Double_Spin_Asymmetry_in_Charm_Leptoproduction


Cross-sections for open charm

● Cross-sections poorly 
constrained at low energy

● If ratio open charm/ Jpsi
Is extrapolated down, it 
yields ~O(10) nb total
cross-section
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Some model predictions, 
e.g 
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https://www.jlab.org/exp_prog/proposals/19/LOI12-19-006.pdf

https://www.jlab.org/exp_prog/proposals/19/LOI12-19-006.pdf
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https://www.jlab.org/exp_prog/proposals/19/LOI12-19-006.pdf


Open charm search with CLAS12? 

Very difficult due to low-cross section and high-background, but might not an 
impossible task. Potential reward would be rather high. 

Could the 4 orders of magnitude higher luminosity wtr to HERMES 
compensate lower cross-sections? 
→ We plan to study and find out

CLAS12 might provide a multi-prong strategy:
- RICH for kaons, pions
- Displaced tracks 
- Muons

Muons can be used to tag ccbar events, helping to reduce background. 
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Concept of a “KLM”-type 
calorimeter 

● Would be a ~6 m2
Area covering ~10 degrees
At forward angles (range TBD)

● Longitudinally segmented. 
Each bar with dual readout 
(timing at <1 ns constraints 
perpendicular dimension)

● X and Y layers alternating, 
or just Y layers. 

● 2 cm Fe absorber / 2 cm scintillator
● ~3-3.5 interaction lengths
● O(1000) channels. 
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Possible location

● Between forward carriage
and alcove or at alcove. 

● No interference with any 
other subsystem

● Not hard space constraints

 

Calo Here
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Simulation 

● Geant4 simulation for standalone
calorimeter is done. Working to add to 
CLAS12

● Simulation includes digitization with 
realistic noise and thresholds. 
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Neutron performance

● Simplest energy reconstruction. It can be improved with z shower info 
(tail catcher,  shower max pos, topology for EM fraction estimate)

E864 HCAL
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Electron/photon performance
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Examples of a 
few showers



Muon performance

Muons at 
fixed angle

● Polar angle can be well constrained, 
oversampling with z segmentation helps

● Matching between calorimeter and 
forward tracking to reduce decay in flight. 20



Muon performance, continuation

● Combination of HCAL absorber and all other CLAS12 and support material would 
provide rather clean muon ID

Pions hitting HCALmuons hitting HCAL

Mis ID 
muons
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Building blocks

● Long scintillator bar (Fermilab)
~25k$ per ton. 
5x2 cm2 transverse size (like LDMX)

● WLS fiber from Saint-Gobain
Or Kuraray (new YS2 or Y11)
~5k$ per km

● SiPM, 3 mm Hamamatsu
S14160-3015PS, ~15$ a piece
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Fiber guide

● WLS fiber glued to fiber 
guide, which is screwed to 
scintillator bar and SiPM 
carrying board

● Design similar to di-counter 
from LDMX (Mu2e)

● 3D printed with PLA
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Mechanics

Possible options include:

● Cheap, large Fe plates. Scintillator glued into 
the absorber, like in MINOS or LDMX design. 
Reference: one sheet of A1011, 14GA x 200 
cm x 60 cm is ~95$ 
Issues with handling and mechanical design

● More expensive small Fe plates. 
Modular design, simpler to build. 
Like HCAL-J or STAR HCAL. 
Reference: 2 x 10 x 10 cm3 
STAR “LEGO” block ~27$
Issues with price. 

Adapted 
from STAR: 

STAR: 

MINOS
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Electronics

Possible choices include:

● Off-the-shelf CITIROC-based solution 
from CAEN. ~100$ per channel. 
(bias, time sync and event building 
included)

● fADC250 (or new version) another option
● Other. 

Belle-KLM suggest 
Per-channel cost ~60$ at very high 
volume. 
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Testing

Light yield and timing 
measurements with 
cosmics, LED and sources 
ongoing at UCR
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Prototyping

● We plan small-scale 
prototype to test tech and 
measure hit distribution to 
tune simulations.

● Materials and electronics 
mostly at hand 
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Summary
● A “KLM” calorimeter could enhance the CLAS12 (or GlueX) 

program with forward neutrons and muons, at modest cost 
● Neutron motivation centred on hadronization studies 

(ep, eD, eA); spin asymmetries. Muon motivation centred 
on open charm.

● Enable must-do high-x studies, reference for planned EIC 
measurements.

● Detector design simple and benefits from SiPM tech that 
gets cheaper and better by the day.

● A handful of PIs already expressed interest and planning to 
contribute either in various tasks. Simulations available.
LOI planned for this year. You would be welcomed.
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Backup
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Average shower images (neutron)
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Timing



Muon matching 

● Matching between calorimeter 
and forward tracking to reduce 
decay in flight. 

● Angle in calorimeter can be 
measured with <1 mrad 
resolution.

● Study of “kink” distribution for 
decay muons ongoing with 
CLAS12 simulation

 

Calo tracks would 
be matched to 
Forward tracker or 
forward tagger
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Branching ratios
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